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This paper discusses the behavior of oscillators with multiple-resonant

circuits. It discusses the condition for free-running stable oscillations,

the injection locking phenomena, the stable locking range, the noise of

free-running and injection-locked oscillators, and a condition for para-

sitic oscillations in detail, and presents a graphical interpretation

of this study for clarity. Finally, this paper shows hoiv broadbanding of

oscillators can be achieved with a double-resonant circuit. This provides

a systematic guide for the design of broadband frequency deviators and

broadband injection-locked oscillators for numerous applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of high-frequency negative resistance elements

such as tunnel diodes, Gunn diodes, and impatt's, it now appears prac-

tical, at microwave frequencies, to build negative resistance oscillators

which perform various functions other than that of a fixed frequency

oscillator.1 Among the proposals recently made are variable frequency

oscillators as FM deviators, and locked oscillators as FM amplifiers,

limiters, and FM demodulators.2-4 In the past, the analysis of these

oscillators was primarily based on a simple model with a single-

resonant circuit.5-8 In practice, however, the designer of such a micro-

wave circuit provides a number of tuning elements and adjusts them

by trial and error until a desired bandwidth of locking or frequency

deviation is obtained. During this adjustment, the designer observes

numerous phenomena, including sudden changes in noise or oscillating

frequency, as well as various hysteresis effects which could not be

explained by the simple oscillator model.

This paper presents a more realistic model of oscillators in which

the load is separated from the active device by a multiple-resonant

circuit. This gives us a better understanding of the oscillator behavior

1937
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and, hopefully, a more systematic approach toward an oscillator de-

sign for broadband applications.

II. EQUATIONS FOR AMPLITUDE AND PHASE OF OSCILLATING CURRENT

Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 1. The active device is represented

by -R + jX and the load by ZL . The box between the active device

and the load represents a multiple-resonant circuit; Z(co) is the imped-

ance looking into the box from the active device. As far as the active

device is concerned, the entire circuit can be expressed as a series con-

nection of Z(u) and -R + jX, as shown in Fig. 2 where e(t) represents

noise or locking signal voltages that may be present. Let the current

flowing through the active device be

i(t) = A cos {cot + <p), (1)

where A and <p are assumed to be slowly varying functions of time.

From the beginning, the effects of higher harmonics are neglected since

they disappear in the process of averaging over one period of the

oscillation which we perform later.7,8 The voltage drop across the

active devices is given by

v = —RA cos (cot + <p) — XA sin (cot + <p) (2)

where R and X are functions of the current amplitude A. In the follow-

ing discussion the frequency dependence of R and X are neglected,

which is generally justifiable over the frequency range of interest.

Furthermore, the magnitude of X is assumed to be small, which is

usually justifiable after lumping any large constant portion of the

device reactance in with Z(co).

In order to calculate the voltage drop across Z(co), consider the time

derivative of i(t). The first derivative is given by

j = -AL) +
-^J

sin (cot + cp) + -rr cos (tot + <p)

-R+jX

Fig. 1— Schematic diagram for an oscillator.
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L(t)

-R+jX

1939

Fig. 2— An equivalent circuit of the oscillator in Fig. 1.

= Re

Similarly, to first order approximation, the nth derivative is given by

fail****)

K-+S+i£k~-}-

df - Ke -v4f]thp

(ft

In ac circuit theory, the time derivative corresponds to multiplication

by ju. Therefore, replacing u by w + d<p/dt — j(l/A)(dA/dt) every-

where in Z(u>), Re {ZI} should give the desired voltage drop, where I

is the expression for i(t) in the form of Ae'
iul + ,p)

. Assuming d<p/dt <$C w
and (l/A)(dA/dt) « u, we have

J ,d<p .1 dA\

- K) ^ du> \dt
3 A dtJ

= fl(«) + jX(a) + [22'(«) + jX'(aJ](& -jjjjf) (3)

where R(u>) = Re [£(«)], X(w) = Im [Z(w)L and the primes indicate

the derivatives with respect to «. Using the above approximate ex-

pression, Re {ZI} is calculated to be

Re {ZI} = \r(cS) + R'(u) |£ + X'(«) 2 ^~U cos (cot + <p)

- [x(co) + X'(«) ^ - R'(«) ^ ^]^ sin («< + *).

Referring to Fig. 2, we have v + Re {Z7} = e(J) which is equivalent to
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[
fi(«) - R + R'(fi>) % + X'(co) -t ^f U cos (cot + *,)

d<
T ~ w A d* J'

- fx(«) + X + Z'(«) * - «'(«) -j #|A sin («« + rf - e(0.^W tATA W(jj -«W A dj j-

After multiplying this equation by cos (w< + p) and sin (w< + ip),

respectively and integrating over one period of oscillation, we obtain

B(U)-S + B'(»)f + X'<»)if-i«.«> w

-X(«) - X - X» * + B'M t# = T «-W ®
rfi
T " w JJI"J

where

(7)

«.(0 = I" f KO cos (u< + p) <ft (G)

e.(t) = %- f e(t) sin (cot + <p) dt

and T„ is the oscillation period. Equations (4) and (5) both contain

d<p/dt and dA/dt. However, by multiplying equation (4) by X'(co)

and equation (5) by R'(«) and adding, an equation with dA/dt alone

is obtained. Similarly, multiplying equation (4) by R'(to) and equation

(5) by —X'(io) and adding, gives an equation with d<p/dt alone. These

are

1 dA
[R(co) - 8}X'(o) - [X(a) + X]R'(co) + |

Z'(»)
|

2

j -^

= ± [X'(co)e c (t) + R'(a>)e.(t)] (8)

[R(co) - R^R'(u>) + [X(w) + X]X'(co) + |
Z'(o>)

|

2

jj*

= -j[B'(«K(«) - X'(a,)e.(0]- 0)

Equations (8) and (9) are the basic equations for the amplitude and

phase of an oscillating current.

For a steady-state free-running oscillation, we assume e c (t)
=

e,(t) = 0, dA/dt = and d<p/dt = 0. Thus, from equations (8) and (9)
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we have

R(u) - R = 0, X(«) + X = (10)

which determine the amplitude A and the frequency «„ of the oscil-

lation. Suppose A somehow deviates from its steady-state value A
by a small amount &4 . We then have

R(ue) - R = ^sR
,

X(o>„) + X = ^rR (11)

where R indicates the value of R at A = A [which is also equal to

RM], and sR„ and rR represent A (— dR/dA) and A (dX/clA),

respectively, as indicated in Fig. 3.

From equations (8) and (11), we obtain a differential equation for

8A. To first-order approximation, it is

sRJC'M M _ rRji'M M + | z>M
|

2
j-^ = 0.

If 8A decays with time, we have

sR X'(o> ) - rR„R'M > 0. (12)

An operating point determined by equation (10) is stable if and only

if it satisfies condition (12)

.

III. CONDITIONS FOR INJECTION LOCKING

Let us next investigate injection locking of the oscillator. The in-

jection signal is represented by

A A

Fig. 3 — R versus A ; X versus A .
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e(t) = a cos W{t.

Then, from (6) and (7), we have

«e(0 = a cos tp, e.{t) = a„ sin tp. (13)

Since w, may differ from co , and A from A , we write

J2(«<) - fi = ^««. + AB, X(co.) + i = ^rfl„+Al

(14)

where AR = RM - R(a>„) and AI = X(u { )
- X(ue). Substituting

(13) and (14) into (8) and (9) gives

f^sfl„+ £R)X'M

- (^rR. + AX)R>M + | Z>M \>io^
= & {X'(eo,) cos tp + K'(o).) sin <p) (15)

(^ Sfl + AR)RfM + (^rfl. + Al)l'(Wi) + |
Z'M

|

2 |

= -^ |B'(m<) cos ^ - X'(«<) sin <p} . (16)

When the oscillator is locked d AA/dt = 0, dy/dt = 0. Substituting

these conditions into (15) and (16) and eliminating AA we have

•£ (s
2 + r

2

)
J sin fc+9)=rAK-s AX (17)

where ?<> is the phase of the steady-state current and 9 is denned by

tan 6 = r/s. (18)

Since the magnitude of sm(<p + 6) must be less than one, (17) leads

to the condition

A„ 1 r AR - s AX
| nq,

Z (^+7? -
1 (19)

which determines the possible locking range.

Next, assume that AA and p deviate from the steady-state values

AA and 9o and write AA = AA + 8A and 9 = <p + 8<p. Then, (15)
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and (16) become

M [«b.x'(«,) - rRji'M] +
|

z>.)
I

2

i;^1

- -^ [-X'(j»«) sin ft + fl'(«.) cos v.] S*> (20)

= -^ [-£'(«<) sin ft - X'(co.) cos ft] 8<p. (21)

Eliminating 8A from equations (20) and (21) gives

| Z'M
|

2 £j£ + {sfl X'(co.) - rB^'(W|)

+ j± [£'(«,) sin ^ + X'(o>,) cos ft]}^
+ -^ # (s

2 + r
2
)* cos (ft + 0) ty = 0.

For stable operation,
| 8<p |

must decrease with time if it is not al-

ready zero. Thus, we have two conditions

sR.X'fa) - rRJl'M + %- [#>,) sin ft + X'(<at) cos ft] >A °
(22)

j-R (s
2 +r2

)
i cos(ft + d) > 0.

The first is usually satisfied if sR X'(ui) — rR R'(a)i) is positive, as

required for a stable free-running oscillation at «< (not w ). The second

condition is equivalent to

cos (ft + 0) > 0. (23)

The term <p is uniquely determined from equations (17) and (23).

Using this <p , the left-hand side of equation (22) must then be calcu-

lated to check whether or not the locking is stable.

The above discussion was in terms of voltage and current. Since

power is a more meaningful quantity at microwave frequencies, let

us rewrite equations (17), (19), and (22). For simplicity, we assume

that the box in Fig. 1 is lossless. Since the available power is invariant
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under a lossless transformation the injected signal power P, is given

by

P = *
1

8(R + AR)

The free-running output power is equal to

p. = *.f-
Using the above relations, equation (17) can be rewritten as

AR sin 6 - AX cos d S 2R (P
i
/P )

i sin (<p + 6) (24)

where higher order terms of AR are neglected. The locking range is

determined from

|
Aflsin e - AX cos 6

\
£ 2B (P,/P„)* (25)

(s
2 + r

2

)
hR sin (0 - 6) + 2fl (P,/P )

i sin (0 + v ) > (26)

where

tan© =CH- (27)
it (co,J

Equations (25) and (26) correspond to equations (19) and (22),

respectively. To the same order of approximation, the output power

of the locked oscillator is given by

p_p/i ,^_1 ARX'M - AXR'M
1 ~ °\

+ R R sX'M - rR'M

where the power wave concept has been used in the calculation."

IV. NOISE AND PARASITIC OSCILLATIONS

Oscillator noise near the carrier can be discussed in terms of fluctua-

tions in A and <p, just as in a single-tuned oscillator. Let e(t) indicate

a noise voltage in equations (6) and (7) ; then we have (see Ref. 5)

e c (t) = nt (t), e.(t) = n 2 (t)

where rti(t) and n*(t) represent the cosine and sine components of the

noise voltage e(t) and

n
x
{t)

2 = 2e(t)
2

, n2 (t)
2 = 2e(t)

2
, n,(*)n8(*) = 0.
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Substituting the above expressions into equations (8) and (9), we

obtain

sRoX'fao) BA - rRoR'fa.) SA + | Z'M |

2 ^^

= X'Mn^t) + R'(f* )na(t)

sR R'(u> ) 8A + rR.X'(u ) 8A + |
Z'M

|

2 A ^
= #'(o)>,(0 - X'(wo)n2(0

from which the frequency spectra of SA and tp are calculated as

i s A(n ,2 2
I
ZM I |

e
1

/2Qx

I

5A(/)
I

=
c7

|
Z'(w„)

|

4 + [-RJf'Cw.) - rfl.R'fo.)]
2 K }

i ™ ii LLU! co
2

1
z'M I

2 + (s
2 + r

2
)fl

2 m*

1 M I " a,
2
A„

2
a,

2

|
Z'(«.)

I

4 + [sRXM - rRM'Mf { }

These equations indicate that the oscillation becomes very noisy as

we approach the boundary of the stable region defined by equation

(12). This is what we expect. However, equation (29) and (30) are

not valid near the boundary since 8A is no longer small, as was ini-

tially assumed.

Sometimes we need to consider additional current components at

frequencies u ± Aw, so far away from the oscillating frequency u that,

although Aw « u, equation (3) is no longer a valid approximation. In this

case, we express the current in the form

i(t) = A cos (ut + tp) + A + cos {(cj + Au)t + <p + ]

+ A- cos {w - Aw)* + tp-] (31)

where A, if, A+l <p* A_, and ?_ are all slowly varying functions of time.

Assuming that A, «i and A. « .4, and neglecting higher order terms

of small quantities, the current can be expressed as

i(t) = A cos (ut -f- <£)

where

A = A + A+ cos (Aw* + <p + — f) + A_ cos (Aw* — tp- + <p)

<p = tf + — {.4 + sin (Aw* + sr t — tp) — A_sin (Aw* — <p~ + <?)}•
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The voltage drop across the active device is then given by

v = —R(A)A cos (ut + <p) — X(A)A sin {ut -\- <p)

^ —RA cos (at + <p) — XA sin (iot + <p)

"
i
2n + If

A
) t"

cos [(co + Aco)
' + ^+]

~~
lU

A ~~2 C0S ^ + Aw^ + 2^
_

*-]

- (2* + || A)^ sin [(« + Ato)* + *>+]

- T7 4 -5= sin [(« + Aco)J + 2c* - c*_]

- (2S + || il)~ cos [(« - Aco)« + *>_]

- TT ^. V1 cos [(« - A«)f + 2<p — <p+ ]

- (2X + |! ^) ^= sin [(« - Aco)< + *>_]

ay 4
" al

A T sin [(co ~ Aco)
* + 2^ " *+] (32)

where .ft and X express the values at A, that is, R(A) and X(A), respec-

tively. To derive equation (32), an assumption was made that the

values of R and X change with time following the envelope of the

current, which is generally a valid assumption when Aco <<C co, as assumed

here. The voltage drop across the impedance Z(co) can be calculated

as follows.

Re [ZI\ = \aR(u) + AR'{a) ^ + X'(«) ^1 cos (ut + <p)

- \AX(co) + AX'(fi>) & - R'(u) j£1 sin (coi + <*)

+ (^ +K+ + .4 +ft'+^ + X'+ ^f) cos [(co + Aco)* + *>+]

- (a +X+ + A +X'+ ^j£~R'+ ^jf)
sin [(co + Aco)* + <p + ]
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+ \AJt. + AJtL ^= + XL ^~j cos [(a, - Aw)/ + *_]

- (.4_Z_ + A-XL^ - RL ^=) sin [(« - Aw)/ + *>_]

where i^ + = R(u + Aw), A' + s= X(w + Aw), #- = R(u - Aw)
and Z_ = X(w — Aw).

Let n be denned by 2tt/7
,

Aw. Multiplying Re {Z7} + u = e(t) by
cos (w/ + <p) and sin (to/ + <p), and integrating the results over a period

of nT , we obtain approximate equations for A and <p. These are identical

to equations (4) and (5), except that e c (t) and e,(t) are now defined by

e£t) = Jr J e(t) cos (ut + *>) d*,

e 'W = J^ /
e^ s

'm
(
ut + *) <"•

ni o Jt-nTo

This means that A and <p of free running and of injection-locked oscil-

lators behave exactly in the same manner. For example, the amplitude

of the free-running oscillation is determined by equation (10) and
hence (dR/dA)A and (dX/dA)A in equation (32) can be replaced by
— sR and rR , respectively. The integration of Re {ZI} + v = e(t)

over a period of nT after multiplying by cos [(w + Aw)/ + ipA, and.

so on, gives

(R + - R + hsR )A + + RLA+^ + XL
^jf

A_+ (si? cos 5 — tR„ sin 5)
—

=
vT I 6® C°S ,(c

° + Aw)
'
+ ^+! f//

' (33j

- (X + + X + *ri*oM + - zu +
*** + a;^

^4_— (rK cos 5 + sR sin 5) -r-

2

nT,
[ e(t) sin {(co + Aw)/ + <p+ ] dt (34)

and two similar equations, in which the subscripts + and — are inter-

changed and +Aw is replaced by —Aw. These are the basic equations
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determining the behavior of A + , A„, <p + , and <p- In equations (33)

and (34), 8 stands for 2<p — <?_ — <p + .

When e(t) equals zero, the above equations usually give A + = A_ =0.

However, if the condition

R + - R + \sR„ = R- - R + hsRa
(35)X++X + &R. X- + X + hrR„

is satisfied, the steady-state values of A+ and A_ can become finite

even when the integrals in equations (33), and (34) (and the other

two equations) are all zero. Condition (35) is not satisfied by a single-

tuned oscillator. With a multiple-resonant circuit, however, the locus

of Z(u) on the complex plane may form a loop (or loops) which inter-

sects with itself; the above condition is often satisfied at a certain

oscillation frequency (or frequencies). This means that as the oscilla-

tion frequency approaches this particular value the noise output power

at to ± Aw increases enormously, resulting in a noisy parasitic oscilla-

tion; this first-order discussion then becomes invalid.

The noise of locked oscillators with a multiple-resonant circuit can

be treated in a way similar to that of a single-tuned locked oscillator.

For simplicity, let us assume that the locking signal is noise-free. Then,

we have

\8A\ 2 = {{to
2A 2

|
Z'

|

2 + al)2 \
e

\

2

}

{[a A
|
Z'

|

2 - an(sRo cos <p n - rli n sin <pn)]

2

+ to
2
[A(sR nX' - rRJi') + a,XR' sin Va + X' cos *> )]

2

r' (36)

| 5H
2 = {["

2
\Z'

|

2 + {s +r2
)Rl]2 \e

|

2

}

\[io
2A

|
Z'

|

2 - a n(sR„ cos <p - rR sin ^„)]
2

+ co
2
[A(sR X' - rRJl') + a (R' sin tpt + X' cos w)]

2 }" 1

(37)

where Z' , R' and X' indicate their values at w, .

The parasitic oscillations also take place in the injection-locked

oscillators at the same frequency as before. This is because the injec-

tion-locked signal does not contribute to the values of the integrals in

equation (33), and the condition for parasitic oscillations remains the

same.

V. GRAPHICAL INTERPRETATION

An excellent discussion of oscillator behaviors using a graphical

method was already presented by Slater in his book Microwave Elec-
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tronics. This section will extend his method first by including the case in

which the locus of Z(u>) forms a loop (or loops),* and then by discussing

injection locking.

Suppose that the locus of Z(w) and the line representing R — jX are

drawn on the complex plane as shown in Fig. 4. The parameters are w

and A; the arrows indicate the directions of increasing o> and A. Ac-

cording to equation (10), the intersections of these two curves give

possible operating points. For intersection (a), sR'(u) > and

kItJH - "J = ff„(tan@ - tan 6) > 0.
\/r {(a) 8/

Z(»1

R-jX

Fig. 4— Z (w) and It — jX on the complex plane.

From equation (12), (a) is a stable operating point. For intersection (b),

sR'(u>) < and hence equation (12) becomes

^ol^T - "I - ff„(tan© - tan d) < 0.
\ti (co) 8/

This inequality is satisfied and intersection (b) represents another stable

operating point. However, intersection (c) is unstable since sR'(io) <
and tan © — tan 6 > 0.

Which of the two stable operating points the oscillation selects de-

pends on the oscillation's history. Suppose an oscillation corresponding

to (a) is taking place and X is gradually decreased, then the curve

R — jX moves up and the intersection (a) moves toward the right until

it reaches (a'). If we further decrease X the intersection (a') disappears

and the operating point jumps to (/)')• Just before it jumps the oscilla-

tion becomes very noisy [since

sR.X'(u) - rR„R'(u) = (s
2 + r

2fR \
Z'(u)

|
sin (0 - 6)

in the denominator of the noise expression (29) becomes zero and

* In this case u = ttt -\- )w3 becomes a multivalued function of impedance.
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| 8A(f) |
becomes infinite as w -* 0]. After the jump, if X is increased to

its original value, operating point (b) is reached. Similarly, with the

operating point initially at (b) we can realize operating point (a) by

increasing X sufficiently and then bringing it back to the original value.

If X cannot be changed, we might still be able to change the circuit so

as to move the locus of Z(w) up or down, thereby producing the same

effect. During these adjustments, if three points R— %sR —j(X+%rR ),

R + -f- jX+ , and R. + jX- happen to fall on a straight line as illustrated

in Fig. 5, then condition (35) is satisfied and we observe simultaneous

oscillations at three different frequencies (sometimes more than three at

a; ± mAco, with m representing integers).

Let us next consider the injection locking case. Suppose that the

free-running operating point is at (a) in Fig. 6. In order to lock the

oscillator at w corresponding to point (e) in Fig. 6, the conditions for

stable locking, equations (25) and (26), must be satisfied. Since
|
AR sin

6 — AX cos | corresponds to the distance from (e) to the line R—jX
as illustrated in Fig. 6a, we see that if this distance is less than 2R
• (P /P )

h the first condition is satisfied. Then, from equations (23) and

(24) ip can be graphically obtained as shown in Fig. 6b. In this particular

case <p is negative, but when (e) is located sufficiently below (a), <p be-

comes positive. Using this <p, 2R (P i/P )
i sin (0 + <p) can be evaluated;

for example, as shown in Fig. 6c, and if condition (26) is satisfied, (e)

is in the stable locking range. This condition is generally satisfied when

Pi <5C P , unless (e) is located near the boundary point of the stable

free-running oscillation such as (a') in Fig. 4. (Notice that s is equal to 2

if the circuit is adjusted for maximum power.)

^-PR

[, £SRo -|

Fig. 5— Condition for parasitic oscillations.

Re
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- |ARsin» -AXcosfl

R-jX

2 r (^)
/2

s,n(9 + *)|

(b)
v ™' (c)

Fig. 6— Graphical explanation of locking conditions.

The apparent impedance presented to the active device is given by

E a.fi

Z(<*) - j - Z(«) - ^,7,. + ,,
= Z(<") " ZR.(P</Pye-"

where i? and / are the complex representations of e(t) and i(t), re-

spectively. The last term on the right, including the minus sign, corre-

sponds to a vector drawn from (e) to (f) in Fig. 6b. Consequently, the

effect of the injection signal can be considered as that of adding to Z(u>)

an impedance corresponding to this vector; the active device is operat-

ing at (f). This can be confirmed by calculating the amplitude of the

oscillating current from equations (20) and (21) under steady-state

conditions.

VI. BROADBAND OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS

Let us consider the frequency deviator. The oscillating frequency can

be deviated by changing X of the active device, which may be a function
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of supply voltage or current. For an oscillator with a single-resonant

circuit, the relative frequency deviation is given by

where AX indicates the variation in X. In order to increase the magni-

tude of the frequency deviation for a given AX/R, the external Q of

the circuit, Qext , must be reduced. However, it cannot be made smaller

than the Q of the active device, and in practice it tends to be larger by

as much as an order of magnitude because of the difficulty in obtaining

strictly lumped-constant elements at microwave frequencies.

Suppose that everything has been done to reduce Qext to its practical

limit; the next thing to consider is the possibility of adding another

resonant circuit as shown in Fig. 7. The series arm of L x and d repre-

sents the original resonant circuit; the parallel resonant circuit L2 , C2

has been added. For simplicity, let us assume

coo = (^d)
-1 = (L2C2y>.

The locus of the impedance Z(ui), looking from the active device, should

then look like Fig. 8, depending on the relative magnitude of the Q's

of the resonant circuits (which are defined by Q t = u LJRL = Qeit ,

Q2
= a) C2RL ). The markers indicate equally spaced frequencies. Figure

8a shows the limiting case of L2
—> «j and C2

— 0, which corresponds to

the original single-tuned oscillator. From Section IV, it is now obvious

how the oscillator behaves in each case. Thus, the conditions of Figs. 8c

and d are to be avoided if smooth frequency deviation is desired. Conse-

quently, we should concentrate on the case where Q2 < Q x . In the

vicinity of the operating point shown in Fig. 8b,

X(f>) ^ RL(Q> - Q2)
^^ (39)

where Aw = co — o> , so that the frequency deviation corresponding to a

-R+jX

Fig. 7— An oscillator with a double-resonant circuit.
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Fig. 8— Z(w) for the oscillator shown in Fig. 7.

small AX is given by

A/ ^ 1 AX
/ - 2(Q, - Q2) R (40)

As Q2 approaches Q, , A/// increases for a given small AX/R.
However, there are several disadvantages in bringing Q2 too close to

Qi • The first is noise: since R'(u„) = and X'(ca ) becomes small, from

equation (30) the oscillator output becomes noisy. The second is non-

linearity: unless Q2 (2Aoj/oj ) « 1, equation (39) and hence (40) become

poor approximations. In fact, the frequency markers will be crowded

near o>„ ; they rapidly get sparser away from it. This means that the

relation A/ versus AX is highly nonlinear, which is objectionable in

certain applications. Finally, the output power %RA may change

rapidly as we deviate from co„ . This is because the intersection between

R — jX and Z(w) moves to the left; hence, both A and R change. If the

operating point is selected to maximize the output power, then the

increase in A and the decrease in R may compensate for each other

to produce approximately the same output power over a wide range of

deviation, which is, however, highly dependent on the saturation charac-

teristic of the device itself.

If the double-resonant circuit does not offer a satisfactory result be-

cause of its nonlinearity or power variation, one should consider triple

or even higher order resonant circuits. If all the resonant circuits in the

ladder structure shown in Fig. 9 are tuned to the same frequency o>„
,
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and if the Q's of the circuits satisfy

Q, + Q2 + Qa + > Qi + Q3 + > Q2 + Q* +

then a broadbanding effect can be obtained near w . However, the rate

of return diminishes as we increase the complexity of the circuit.

Let us next consider injection locking of oscillators. It is clear from

the discussion in Section IV that the circuits corresponding to Figs. 8c

and d are not suitable. We, therefore, concentrate on Figs. 8a and b.

The total locking range A/ can be calculated from

A/
/

A/
/

1

cos 6

2 p.V i

h - & cos 6

for a single-resonant and a double-resonant oscillator, respectively.

As Q2 approaches Qlf the locking range increases for given (Pi/P )
i

.

However, the output becomes noisy if we bring Q2 too close to Q1 .

Thus, some compromise must be made.

If a precise limiter action is desired, equation (28) should be closely

investigated. If good linearity of <p versus Aw is desired, multiple-reso-

nant circuits are worth investigating. In any case, once the desired

characteristic is given, it determines the necessary locus of Z(u>). Then,

well-known techniques developed in connection with the design of

filters are available to optimize the circuit parameters until the desired

locus is sufficiently approximated.

In the above discussions, impedances were used exclusively. The

same discussions can be carried out using admittances, producing no

new results. However, when the active device has a large parallel

capacitance, using admittances may have certain practical advantages

since the capacitance can be more easily included in the multiple

resonant circuit.

-R+-JX

Fig. 9— An oscillator with a multiple-resonant circuit.
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VII. CONCLUSION

We have discussed, in detail, the expected behavior of negative resis-

tance oscillators with multiple-resonant circuits. The systematic realiza-

tion of microwave hardware which simulates these equivalent circuits

still remains a problem for the future. Also, an accurate method to

evaluate the device impedance — R + jX must be developed before

this discussion becomes more than just a guidance. Efforts in these

directions are presently undertaken.
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